
INTRODUCTION 

 

A VERY PERSONAL NOTE BY THE CIRCUIT TEAM MANAGER 

 

The purpose of this second volume of the School Improvement Planning – School 

Principals Resource & Guide is to replace Chapter 10 of the draft in the original guide. 

The purpose of Chapter 10 is to present principals with a calendar of activities and 

interventions planned for 2009 … IN THIS REGARD PRINCIPALS NEED ONLY TO 

FOCUS ON THE PLANNING LEVEL: CIRCUIT TEAM MEMBER & SCHOOL.  

 

The other documentation is; 

 A framework & resource for school principals 

 An indication of the scope and depth (complexity) of Circuit planning 

 An indication of the scope and depth (complexity) of Circuit Team professional 

support services. 

 

Principals are reminded of their duty and obligation to share the contents of this guide in 

the spirit of shared, cooperative and collaborative (democratic) management and 

leadership. 

 

As Circuit Team Manager I thought it fit and prudent to share, on a very personal note 

my dream and purpose of schooling in Circuit 6. 

 

I grew up and attended school in Manenberg. In fact, my Primary School years were 

spent at Heideveld Primary (for a few months), Easter Peak and secondary school at 

Silverstream High. My upbringing was relatively tough. Reflecting on my forming years 

as an adult I am to discover that separation of my heart and mind has occurred. This was 

necessary as a defense mechanism against the “tough world” I had to endure. I share this 

with you not to provide an excuse but rather to provide understanding. Since the 

realization of this separation, it has been my quest to repair my soul by reconnection of 

my heart and mind … I am well on my way in repairing my soul, sad to say I will not 

fully reconnect my heart and my mind in the remainder of my life time. 

 

I have stated repeatedly that our schooling system and in particular the curriculum, 

present and past has been and is inappropriate. The many assumptions made or implied 

by our new curriculum is a reality not in congruence with the reality in Manenberg, 

Heideveld, Vanguard, Surrey and Hanover Park … our reality militates against these 

assumption making the curriculum inappropriate. 

 

When I close my eyes and dream of an appropriate schooling system I see; 

 A school which start at eight (8h00) in the morning 

 The learners first get fed 

 They (the learners and their teacher) celebrate life and happiness by singing, 

hugging and sharing mutual love and respect 

 The learners then pledge solidarity and patriotism to each other, their school and 

their society 



 The learning and teaching continues with formal curriculum delivery by nine 

(9h00) until one (13h00) 

 Before they depart for home the teachers must dazzle (and capture their 

imaginations) our learners with stories (many-many stories) with underpinning 

social values. 

 

I hope some of you share some of my dreams. I wish only I had the authority to “impose” 

my views. 

 

In order to make parts of my dream a reality I need the support and cooperation of our 

teachers. Without you (our teachers) we cannot make your principal happy, to make you 

happy, to make our learners and parents happy. You need to; 

 Reconnect your heart and mind … only if you have lost your way 

 Repair your soul 

 Recommit and rededicate yourself to the ethics of our profession 

 Love our children 

 And pronounce that feeling of mutual love and respect as times as possible. 

 

I have this notion that when a “person from the moon and the stars” visit our planet I will 

ask the question to these wise men or women, “what can we do to heal ourselves and 

planet earth?” I imagine the simplicity of the wise answer from the wise men, “have you 

tried hugging each other and sing more!”  Naïve you may say, I say maybe not. 

 

The purpose of schooling according to the wisdom of your Circuit Team Manager is 

simply “to capture the imagination of learners”, with all its potential, show them their 

potential, teach them science and mathematics, dazzle their minds, make them love and 

thirst for knowledge, show them the limitation of their potential, the world, the moon, the 

stars, other worlds….play with it, nurture it and also demonstrate its potential for mutual 

love, respect and caring. Such is the nature of your task. 

 

Yours truly, 

 

 

 

S J DANIELS 

CIRCUIT TEAM MANAGER 

DATED:  

   


